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HOME

OUT OF THIS WORLD

Turn the page for cool
kids’ rooms, including
this one in McLean.
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NO KITSCH ALLOWED
Two spaces that prove themed rooms can actually be really awesome

MISSION CONTROL
WHEN LEXI AND NIRAV PATEL UPGRADED TO A

larger house in McLean, their then threeyear-old Jacob also got to trade up to his
first big-boy room. Designer Kerra Michele
was charged with creating his vibrant,
outer-space-inspired haven.
She started by giving the new-construction bedroom some character where there
had been none before. “It’s almost like I
turned the room on its side and dipped it
in that space blue,” she says. “It’s a way to
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give it a little bit of architectural interest.”
A thornier task was finding good bedding
—“nothing was cool enough,” she says.
Michele spent days on the internet before
landing on Snurk, a Dutch online retailer
whose fanciful pillowcases and duvets
include the astronaut set that now defines
Jacob’s room. Michele also downloaded
free images of vintage space-exploration
posters from the NASA website, scored
lunar-phase block prints from Etsy, and
found “spaceshippy” globe sconces from
Schoolhouse Electric.

The lights, though, aren’t so otherworldly that they won’t survive beyond the space
phase. The same goes for the CB2 bed and
the chair, desk, and dresser. “I try to buy
furniture from adult stores that could be
appropriate for kids to use,” says Michele.
“I don’t want the parents to be sentenced
to redoing the room in three to five years.”
Sure enough, now that Jacob is five, his interests are veering toward cars and superheroes. When the time comes, the bedding
and art can be switched out, Lexi says, but
the larger pieces “will grow with him.”
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By Jennifer Sergent

KID SPACES
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To add visual interest, designer Kerra Michele had
the astronaut room (opposite) painted to look
like it was turned on its side and dipped in blue.
Kristin Peake custom-designed the cabin-shaped
bed frame in the little boy’s room above.

INTO THE WOODS
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A MCLEAN MOM HAD AN UNUSUAL REQUEST

for designer Kristin Peake: Her older
three kids had never liked being in a crib,
so for her fourth child’s room, she simply
wanted a mattress on the floor.
Peake couldn’t accept such a barebones solution. “Obviously, you don’t
just want a mattress on the floor,” she
says. “I was trying to think of something
clever.”
The designer took cues from Mom,

whom she describes as “very earth/nature/organic.” The client had already
iden-tified Cole & Son “Woods” wallpaper
as something she liked, so Peake used it
to create a feature wall. She then turned
a queen-size mattress into a destination,
enclosing it with a house-shaped frame
of her own design and installing a large
custom bolster along the walls.
The project gave her a chance to use
throw pillows she’d found at North
Carolina’s High Point Market that were
hand-painted with woodland animals.

She completed the look with a rustic
accent table in the shape of a C for the
little boy’s name and a dramatic framed
photograph of a bear.
All four children love the two-yearold’s unique bed. “They hang out there
during bath time and when we’re reading
books,” says the homeowner. Noting the
room’s neutral palette, the mom adds,
“It’s calming and soft—maybe that’s why
the kids take to it.” Either that or because
they can escape to their own plush cabin
in the woods.
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KID SPACES

NEUTRAL
TERRITORY
Inside a Mount Pleasant rowhouse,
a lesson in creating a sophisticated
nursery for a baby girl—no frilly
powder pink needed

The old master bathroom became
this soothing nursery, done up in
tans and grays, with a jolt of color
from the area rug by Zola.
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decorating Katie Johnson-Rawlings and
Nate Rawlings’s century-old Mount Pleasant rowhouse when the couple found out
they were expecting—news that added
a tricky task to the designer’s to-do list.
They wanted their baby’s room on the
same floor as the master suite, which
already occupied the entire third level.
Also, it couldn’t be too girly. And one more
thing: The room had to be able to transition one day into a home office.
Boutlier found a solution by moving the
master bath into a huge, windowless closet
and turning the sunny, old bathroom into
the baby’s room. Sure, it would have been
simpler to keep the bathroom as is and
make the baby’s room out of the former
closet, “but who wants a nursery with no
natural light?” he says.
The gut renovation—by Charm City
Builders—delivered a pleasant surprise:
original brick in the new nursery that
Boutlier left exposed. As for the decor, Katie—an attorney whose daughter, Georgia,
was born in June—says that although she
didn’t want frilly, she did want colorful.
Another priority was ample space for
books, says Nate, a speechwriter whose
mother was a librarian. Boutlier started
with a richly hued rug from Zola. “That,
in my mind, was where this color she requested was going to come from,” he says.
Then came ledges to display dozens of
children’s books and a custom closet with
removable doors that can transform into
a built-in bookshelf in the future office.
Boutlier used tan and gray tones, which
run through the rest of the house, for the
walls, armchair, and window treatments
that will stay once the space becomes a
study. “The background is so neutral,”
he says, “you almost couldn’t go wrong.”
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CHRISTOPHER BOUTLIER HAD ALREADY BEEN

KID SPACES

TRANSITION
ZONE
Their daughters are close to
leaving the nest, so an Arlington
couple created an area that
works just as well for two as it
does for four
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WITH DAUGHTERS JULIA AND JORDAN WELL

into their teenage years, Jeff Joseph and
Lisa Merman decided it was time to convert their Arlington house’s bonus room
from a toy zone into a work-and-play area
for the whole family. “Our goal was to create a more sophisticated space that would
have a desk for Jeff and still some room
for the kids to do homework, with storage
for games,” says Merman, who handles
communications for the interior-design
firm Whittington Design Studio.
Merman selected a tall storage cabinet and two countertops from Ikea,
installed to look like a built-in unit but
for a fraction of the price. She asked
her boss, Melanie Whittington, for help
finding a desk for Joseph, who recently
started his own public-affairs shop. The
desk had to look good on all sides so that
when the girls move out, he can float it
in the middle of the room, taking over
more of the space for his office, Merman
explains. Says Whittington: “We went

The tall storage
cabinet and twin
desktops came
from Ikea but were
installed to resemble
custom built-ins.

through—no joke—about 50 options” before finding the vintage-inspired model
by Four Hands.
The rest of the aesthetic was all about
color. A vibrant portrait of Abraham
Lincoln that reads color-blind sits on
Joseph’s desk. “It has meaning for our
family,” says Merman, who is white while
Joseph is African-American. Merman
chose brightly striped fabric for throw
pillows. (“They pull the room together.”)
And she and Whittington shopped Crate
& Kids for the lime-green floor lamps that
rest on the girls’ worktops. “I thought it
would be fun to do something really dramatic on the surfaces,” Whittington says.
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The purple-patterned drapes
started out as bedsheets by
John Robshaw.

TEEN DREAM
A designer and her 16-year-old daughter strike a compromise
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DESIGNER SANDRA MEYER TAKES A BENEVOLENT

overlord’s approach when it comes to
her daughters’ bedrooms: She lets them
express themselves—to a point. “I do a lot
of convincing my kids that it’s going to be
super-cool,” says Meyer, who owns Ella
Scott Design. Such was the case when the
family moved to a new house in Bethesda’s
Edgemoor neighborhood five years ago and
she started planning 16-year-old Zoe’s room.

Zoe wanted to incorporate purple, so
the violet-patterned drapes were a logical
start. Meyer had remade bed sheets by
John Robshaw into fabric panels for her
daughter’s old room, then gave them new
life as the drapes that inspired the rest of
the room’s look: “It really all started with
those drapes.”
The four-poster bed by CB2 is the other dominant feature. “I love, love, love

four-poster beds, but nobody lets me do
them,” Meyer says of her clients. “I was
definitely doing a four-poster in here.” The
designer played off the bed’s black frame
with a funky vintage lamp that Meyer has
had forever. She added a modern black
sconce from CB2 on the opposite side.
Other than the color scheme, Zoe’s contributions include a piece of twine strung
between bedposts on which she clips a
rotating collection of pictures taken with
her Polaroid camera. She also painted the
portrait of Marilyn Monroe on a purple
background. When they first moved in,
Meyer let Zoe have an entire wall painted
that color. But six months later, Mom took
over and the walls are white once again:
“I think we all agree that it’s better now.”
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remodeling

WHERE TO SHOP
Designers share their destinations for outfitting
their youngest clients’ rooms

FOR DECORATING KIDS’ ROOMS, IT’S HARD TO

beat the “Big Three,” as some designers
refer to Crate & Kids (formerly Land of
Nod), Pottery Barn Kids, and RH Baby &
Child. Ikea is another go-to, but we wanted
to know some other sources that might not
be so obvious. Here’s what our kids’-room
designers told us.

ALLMODERN.COM
“I love their cribs,” says Kerra Michele.
It’s easy to find a stylish design for less
than $300 on the site, and its baby-andkids section has hundreds of products in
a broad range of styles.
CB2
Many designers turn to CB2’s smallscale furniture for their youngest clients
because it can grow up with them. The
beds with fabric, rattan, and leather headboards make a statement in a small room.
3307 M St., NW; 202-333-6204.
GOODWOOD
As the DC vintage shop’s name suggests,
GoodWood is a great place to warm up
a room with sturdy chests and chairs
that can withstand a childhood’s worth
of wear and tear. 1428 U St., NW; 202986-3640.
MAISONETTE.COM
Founded by former Vogue staffers,
Maisonette—kind of a pint-size Net-aPorter—is one-stop luxe shopping for all
things kids, including furnishings, art,
wallpaper, books, toys, and, of course,
fashion.
SALT & SUNDRY
Most people think of Amanda McClem
ents’s local shops for hostess gifts, home
accessories, and tableware, but she also
stocks handmade toys and throws that

ENJOY YOUR

EXPERIENCE

SM

make chic decor for her smallest customers. 1309 Fifth St., NE, 202-556-1866; 1625
14th St., NW, 202-621-6647.
SERENAANDLILY.COM
When the budget or schedule doesn’t
allow for custom pieces, designer Kristin
Peake prefers Serena & Lily’s nursery and
kids’ furniture, which includes bistrostyle play tables and chairs as well as
hanging rattan benches and seats. 866597-2742.
SNURKLIVING.COM
The Dutch bedding company now offers
American bed sizes—great news for little
ones who want to curl up under giant,
digitally printed soccer players, superheroes, mermaids, and ballerinas, among
other options.
SPOTONSQUARE.COM
A dream come true for environmentally
minded parents: All the woods, finishes,
paints, fabrics, and dyes used to produce
its modern lines are sustainable and
eco-friendly.
URBAN OUTFITTERS
Where beaded curtains and wall tapestries
have evolved from their hippie origins to
a more refined, boho-chic style for this
generation’s teens. The “On Campus”
section offers dorm-friendly supplies,
bedding, and decor. Chinatown, Georgetown, Bethesda, Tysons; 800-282-2200.
WISTERIA.COM
Lisa Merman appreciates the site’s affordable acrylic pieces and its sophisticated
nightstands and side tables. We also love
its patterned poufs in indoor/outdoor
W
fabric—perfect for kids’ lounging. 
Jennifer Sergent is a freelance design writer
in Arlington. Her blog is DC by Design.

LIKE THE
STEINDLERS DID.
“People are shocked when
I say it was a perfectly delightful
experience. I mean it.”

Start designing your project with
BOWA for quality, value and an
experience you can enjoy.

www.bowa.com
703-734-9050
DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
ADDITIONS & RENOVATIONS
CONDOMINIUM REMODELING
PURCHASE CONSULTATIONS
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